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Editorial

The re-opening of the Moutere Hills Community
Centre gave me cause to reflect on our community and what go-getters we are. It has been
heartening to see how various groups within the
community banded together and managed to
carry on after the fires and also contribute to the
rebuild. It made me think that we really can’t get
by without each other, and like the motto of Wiggle and Jiggle, the relay for Life team that I was
part of says; “It’s more fun doing it together” And
once again we have the Community Centre to
help us do just that.
The water issue is updated on page 4 take note of
the public meeting date for that one - your in put
is important.
Remember the Grapevine is here for you to have
a voice, so if there’s anything you want to say,
email us at : umograpevine@hotmail.com
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Placing an advertisement
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COMMUNITY

Braeburn Water Scheme
Committee Report
March 2014
Further to the article in the last Grapevine, this is an update on the water issue to supply domestic
and stock water.
The March 1 meeting was well attended, and subsequent follow up discussions, and a meeting with
representatives of the Moutere Residents Association have given us a clear direction to progress
the proposed scheme as a real possibility. We were fortunate to have Kevin Palmer there, Chairman and founding member of the Lower Moutere Water Scheme, who outlined the details of their
scheme, which is being run very successfully as a private company. Braeburn sits between the inadequate Dovedale Scheme (being TDC operated) and the very successful LMO model, giving
great contrasts from which to consider a model for our scheme.
Kevin has offered his invaluable support and advice to whatever we propose.
We also received very positive support at the meeting from our local councillor Brian Ensor, and our
local MP Damian O’Connor.

We are confident that we have the support that we need to make this work.
The members of the original Braeburn Water Scheme Committee have been reformed into a technical committee (with Mike Eggers & John Wilkinson jointly in chair) to investigate and propose various possible schemes. This technical committee will report to the Community for further direction.
We have already had many talented people from within the community come forward to offer their
services to progress this project, and we are open to any further offers. If you have skills that will
help to progress the technical, legal, numbers, and database “stuff” and are willing to get actively
involved, please contact us.
Last week the BWSC lodged an application with the TDC to secure water from the Eastern Ground
Water Zone for up to10,080 cubic metres per week. This does not mean we can hold that or any
volume, unless we have a “scheme” that allocates specific volumes to specific users. Yes we are
working to a TDC timeframe to secure this water. Any volume that we cannot justify holding/using
will ultimately be offered to other potential users – so it is a use it or loose it situation.

So, there is much work to be done to establish the scope and longer term strategy of the scheme that
will best serve the needs of our local community.

But first, we must develop the scheme to the actual numbers stage before we can come back to you, and canvas all households for their water requirements for domestic and stock use. In the meantime we will keep you
informed of our progress through the Grapevine.

Contacts:
Mike Eggers 5432350.....0274 432 526
John Wilkinson 5432628......027 2355 945

Water For you
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The Moutere Hills Residents Association invites all residents to attend a

Public Meeting
to discuss options for the future of the

Water Supply servicing Upper Moutere and surrounding areas.
The main focus for this meeting will be to discuss options for the provision of a potable water supply
for Moutere Hills residents. Councillor Ensor and staff from the Tasman District Council will bring the
meeting up to date on the requirements for a potable water supply for the area, the limitations of
the Dovedale Scheme, and possibilities for its upgrading or replacement.
Also addressing the meeting will be members of the Braeburn Water Scheme Committee to discuss
the possibility of creating a new locally managed water scheme using bore water from the various
aquifers under the Moutere Valley.
The issue is of importance to the community and this is an opportunity for residents to learn about
the options available, and to influence the outcomes. If you have concerns about the quality and
suitability of your existing supply, and you wish to be part of the solution, make sure you find the
time to attend this meeting.

TIME AND VENUE:
Wednesday 16 April 2014 - 7:30 pm at the Moutere Hills
Community Centre
For further information on Moutere Hills Residents Association projects
please see our website www.mhra.org.nz or email secretary@mhra.org.nz

Marketing position available:
MLC Group, based in Motueka is seeking expressions of
interest for a position that includes the following.
 Marketing and graphics work.
 Part or full time position available depending upon
applicant.
 Website and social media experience would be helpful but not essential.
If this is of interest, apply online at.
http://www.mlcgroup.co.nz/content/19-Careers
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UNWANTED
BOOKS
If you have books
you’d like to move
on, we are happy
to collect them to

sell at the next
Sarau Festival.
Please contact
Sharon Beuke ph

5432 814
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Upper Moutere Anzac Day Service:
2014 marks the 100th year since the start of
World War 1. Our Anzac Day service will be held
at the Moutere Hills Community Centre, 10 am,
on Anzac Day, 25th April 2014. Our address will
be given by Damien O'Conner, MP for West Coast
- Tasman. Morning Tea to follow. All welcome.
“ Cricket lovely Cricket "
What a pleasure it has been to be involved with the 1st
School Cricket team in over 8 years, and what a first season
it's been. We have won more than we have lost, had amazing
sponsorship from ANZ Bank and Nelson Cricket. Back in late
October, 10 children expressed an interest in playing for the
school; none of them had ever held a bat or bowled a ball!
Five months later we have kids hitting 6s, 4s and taking 3
wickets in 12 balls, catching and fielding etc etc.
Their enthusiasm for practise and Match day is infectious and
for me, has made my helping Todd Brodie (coach and Guru)
so much fun! Along the way we have had great support on a
Saturday morning from parents at the Domain and it's great
to have our own wicket!
Special mentions need to go to Phil Grover who has assisted
in coaching sessions and acted as head coach on more than
one occasion and Jaden Wilson-Keen our resident Umpire.
And of course Todd Brodie ( head Coach and Guru).
They have all shown so much enthusiasm in striving to make
sure our lads not only enjoy their cricket but have adopted a
winning mentality!
On a personal note, I have loved being involved and can't
wait for next season. "Bring on more 6s and 4s!

Upper Moutere Cricket Team
The Upper Moutere Cricket Team has finished its first season of T20
Presidents Grade Cricket. The team only recorded one win over the
summer, starting off slowly, but towards the end of the season we
became a very strong team in the competition. Cricket, more so
than many others sports, allows for a great afternoon of socialising,
while having fun. There was some banter shared, especially between the guys from Australia and England, but at all times, the
highest level of respect was shown to all players. At home games,
we brought back the tradition of sharing tea between innings with
the visiting teams, a highlight for all who came and played with us,
and a few drinks at the Moutere Inn capped off many a great afternoon.
We would like to thank all those who came out for a hit, and those
who supported us throughout the season and the Moutere Hills
Community Center for providing us with a top notch playing surface.

Tony Robson-Burrell (assistant coach and vocal coach from the
boundary ropes)
A special thanks goes to our sponsors: Jenny and the
team from The Sarau Trust, Dave and Andy at The
Moutere Inn, and Franklyn at Harcourts Richmond.

Our team will be playing again next season and will be looking for
new players. Keep an eye out or hit up the Moutere Hills Community Center website for more information.
Chris Janetzki
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Mapua Bowling Club

THE WRITE BIAS
Giggles abounded and insanity reigned supreme as the ladies
at Mapua Bowling Club hosted a day of friendship, informally
known as ‘Giggle Day’, on Wednesday 5 March. It was a huge
success with all the teams embracing the theme of ‘colour’
and contriving some rare and wonderful outfits. We were
very grateful to our own club member Joyce Colwell for sponsoring the day. There were cash prizes for the winning
teams, spot prizes throughout the day and an exemplary
lunch cooked by some of the ladies but served by a gallant
men’s catering crew. The lads did us proud with refreshments, washing-up, manning the bar, acting as judges and an
ever-active MC. There was even a brief dash across the
green by what looked like a club member, may have been a
streaker but was certainly accompanied by resounding
cheers.

Ben Whitten and Julina Ismail represented the Club on Saturday 8 March in Nelson at the Junior Singles Champion of
Champions event. Just to be there is tremendous for the
individuals and also for our bowling club. Ben was very unfortunate to be drawn against the ultimate winner in the first
round but went down fighting with a very creditable 15/21.
Julina had an amazing day playing and winning three long, hard
matches to find herself in the final. Here she was beaten by
a more experienced Junior, Barbara Thomason from Stoke
Bowling Club, but a great effort to become the runner-up.
Well done to both Ben and Julina.
Closing Day is looming after a difficult season of sickness and
injury and more than an early share of rain. But we are still
smiling and now preparing for the major renovation of the
green during the winter months.
For information about bowling, coaching or booking the clubhouse and facilities please call Secretary Jean Daubney (540
3281) or President Dave England (540 2934) or email
s1ad2as3@xtra.co.nz

Sue England
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CHILDREN

Introducing the Teachers at

News from your Preschool
in The Moutere

If you’re looking for diversity – look no further!
We’ve got it here, at Harakeke, the place for children (and

Kia Ora!
Welcome to Country Kids, my name is Kylie G.
I live in Upper Moutere with my husband and 3
sons. Two of my boys are at Upper Moutere school
and my eldest has just started high school in
Motueka.
I joined the Country Kids team 4 years ago when
my youngest child was still attending and have
spent the last 3 years training as an early childhood
teacher, which has made me even more passionate
about early childhood education. I have the best
job in the world!
Family is extremely important to me so I value the
relationships we build with our families at Country
Kids. These provide a way of really getting to know
the children and what inspires them, as well as
fostering a sense of wellbeing and belonging.
This month our Pikopiko room (0-2yrs) are
focussing on extending the children's physical skills,
with obstacle courses to support climbing and
balancing.
Ngā Whetū (2-3.5yrs) have introduced a family tree
incorporating Tinkerbell the frog and all his friends
on their lily pads. The
children have been enjoying
bringing in special things
from home for “Show and
tell with Tinkerbell” on
Wednesdays.
Just4Kids (3.5-5yrs) have
also seen an interest in
physical challenges with the children building their
strength , balance and co-ordination through
outside activities and group times. They have also
introduced a whānau wall where children can place
items of news from home, another way of making
links between the childrens home and centre lives.
For up to date news visit our webpage
www.countrykids.org.nz
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adults who are still kids inside).
Imagine you would walk into our ‘squeaky’ gate...no doubt
the noise will give you away... there is no sneaking in – you
will be greeted by:



· Acrobats showing their talents on the rope,
the monkey bars and the giant suspended hoop



· Ballerinas dancing Tchaikovsky’s Swan Lake or
Nutcracker



· Road engineers creating race tracks for their
matchbox cars



· Paramedics and doctors ( we just had Ambie,
the St John educational Ambulance visiting and
teaching us about Emergency Services) ...we are
now just waiting for a date to visit the Upper
Moutere volunteer Fire Service to refresh and
deepen our knowledge about their role



· ‘Women’ dressed up in multilayered multicoloured cloths mixing potions, cooking and baking



· More ‘women’ with their babies, husbands, children and pets getting ready for picnics



· Artists



· Rainbow makers



· Gardeners



· Bigger digger drivers creating pathways for
rivers



· Muscle builders on the pump providing water
for the rivers



· Space travellers



· Gun makers, using everything you can think off
to create and build their weapons



· Hunters and fighters who, to keep everybody
safe, have developed fantastic rules about
their ‘weapon play’

And then there are the adults, the educators, busy joining
in while formative assessing the children’s learning
when they are engaged with all of the above. As
researchers they look deeper into the subject of
‘aggressive’ gun play at present.
At times they don their wings and as fairies secretly set
the lunch table (pssst, don’t tell the children).
Ka kite - The Harakeke team
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Rural Women NZ
International year of family farming is coming to Carluke
Domain, Rai Valley 30th March 10 am. The Keynote speaker is
Doug Avery speaking on peaks and valleys,the journey of NZ
farming families.
The evening entertainment is an evening with Mel Parsons and
the Bitches Box – a comedy show.
$5 for the day programme. $20 for the evening programme. This
promises to be a good day out.
Rural Women has a new cookbook. “A Good Baking Day.’Plenty
of recipes from our members nationwide.
Any enquiries. Pat Moore. Rosedale.

Celebrate Harvest • Bonfire • Conquer the
dragon
Circus performances, music, food, children’s
crafts, and games, raffles, white elephant stall,
plants, harvest produce, handmade toys, Easter
presents & more
Sunday April 6th, 11am – 6pm, 480 High St,
Motueka
Stay on for the bonfire at 5pm and see the
dragons fly…
Entry – gold coin donation
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ANIMALS
Hello Animal Lovers
It is always very sad to hear of dog attacks particularly on children. The recent attack by four dogs in Auckland on a 7 year
old Japanese girl was particularly ferocious. The dogs bit her
over 100 times and destroyed 90% of her face, even the doctors at the hospital were horrified at her injuries. It is extraordinary she survived but her life has been changed for ever.

What makes dogs attack? Alas all our domestic dogs still carry
the basic instinct to attack if given the right signal. Even our
most cute and cuddly dogs have the same instinct. There are
however certain breeds where the attack instinct is stronger,
these are dogs that are used for hunting, police work and even
farm work if properly trained. One thing that makes it much
worse is the fact that dogs traditionally hunted as a pack and
definitely have a pack reflex. If one of the pack attacks the
others do too. I believe in the case of the Japanese girl there
were four dogs. What triggered the attack is hard to say, the
press just mentioned she was playing. It could have been that
the child was eating or she may have inadvertently used the
wrong body language as certain signals can trigger the attack
reflex.

The message here is very clear. No child should be left alone
unsupervised with dogs even ones that the child knows. Dogs
are well equipped to do major damage with their large teeth
which are designed to crush and rip. Also even a medium sized
dog can push a child over which also can trigger attack. It is
also obviously the responsibility of dog owners to have them
under control, particularly when there are a number of
them. Dogs can stir each other up and it is not unheard of that
they will attack each other if they are in an aggressive mood
and highly charged.

Remember all dogs are 95% wolf, so they need training and
respect at all times.

As always happy to answer any animal behaviour questions.

Susan Mott
Animal Behaviourist
0212664211
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ST. PAULS
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Easter Message
At any time of the day you can drive into the driveway of
the Church in Upper Moutere and you will probably
come across three white ducks. For two years, our ducks,
Henry, Quinny and Baby, have been roaming the ground
of our house and the church like they own the place. We
got ducks as pets so I could use their eggs in cooking. I
love using duck eggs in cooking. They have a richness of
flavour that chicken eggs don't quite match up to - and
they make fantastic sponge cakes.
The eggs at Easter also have a richness of flavour - and
would probably be great on top of a sponge too. Just a
quick look in any shop and I could find a multitude of
flavoured eggs for us to share this Easter. From plain
chocolate eggs, to honeycomb, to Mars Bar, to those
amazing sugar eggs, I could feel the kilograms stacking
on just standing there. This richness reminds me about
the richness of the season that we, as a church family,
celebrate at Easter.
This is the time when the Christian Church celebrates the
death and rising to life again of Jesus Christ. He did that
on his own power as the God who had come into human
history in human form and died on the cross to redeem
people from their sin. In all of history, no one had ever
made that claim before, or since. Because of that fact,
history was split into two; the Christian church was
started, and the message of salvation that Jesus offers to
all people was spread throughout the earth.
We would love to welcome you all to the worship services we hold every Sunday at 9:30am at St Paul's Lutheran Community Church in Upper Moutere.
And we extend a special welcome to you for our Easter
Services held at St Paul's
Maundy Thursday: Traditional Service with Holy Communion 7:30pm
Good Friday: Contemplative Service 9:30am
Easter Sunday: Service with Holy Communion 9:30am With an Easter Egg hunt afterwards for the kids
Contact: 03 5432 839
stpauls.umo@xtra.co.nz
As with all of our services, everyone is most welcome to
attend.
God's richest blessings to you over the
Easter season.
Pastor Chris and the family at St Paul's
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FOOD

with Soo Gee

Soo Gee has some ideas for helping us to ease into autumn;

HOT CROSS MUFFINS
Oven 1800c or 1600c fan oven. 12 large muffin pans
and paper cases if needed.
21/2cups self rising flour, 1 teaspoon mixed spice (I put
more), 3/4 cup brown sugar, 1 cup milk, 2 eggs,
125grams melted butter (cooled), 1teaspoon vanilla
essence, 1/2 cup each raisins and currants, 1/4 cup
mixed peel, 1/2 cup chopped walnuts. White chocolate buttons for decorating.
Sift flour and spice into a large bowl. Add brown
sugar, mix together. Make a well in the middle of the
ingredients.
Whisk eggs, milk, vanilla and butter together and pour
into the dry ingredients add mixed fruit and nuts, folding in gently. Divide between 12 muffin tins and bake
for 20 minutes.
Melt 1/4 white chocolate melts, place in a snap lock
bag, close, twist, then snip off corner. Pipe a cross
over each cooled muffin.
CHOCOLATE AND MARSHMALLOW BROWNIES
300g plain chocolate, broken into small pieces, 125g
Salted butter, plus extra for greasing, 4 tablespoons
cream, 4 medium eggs, separated, 150g brown sugar,
50g self-raising flour, 100 g white marshmallows* 1
tablespoon milk, cocoa powder for dusting.
Preheat the oven to 1800c/fan 1600c. Grease and line
a 20cm square cake tin.
Melt 250g of the chocolate (saving 50g), butter and
cream in a small pan and heat gently until the chocolate melts to make a smooth sauce.
Whisk the egg yolks in a bowl with 100g of the sugar
until pale and foamy. Stir in the chocolate mixture.
Whisk the egg yolks in a bowl with 100g of the sugar
until pale and foamy. Stir in the chocolate mixture,
Whisk the egg whites in a clean bowl until softly peaking then whisk in the remaining sugar.
Turn the chocolate mixture into the bowl of egg whites.
Sift in the flour and stir gently to combine, turn into the
tin, spreading the mixture to the edges.
Melt the remaining chocolate and drizzle over the cake
mixture, Chop the marshmallows roughly and put in a
small pan with the milk. Heat very gently until the
marshmallows just start to soften into the milk. Spoon
into cake mixture so the surface is dotted with marshmallow.
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2014 NZ CUISINE CHEESE AWARDS
We are delighted to announce Neudorf Cheese
won a number of awards recognised by the New
Zealand Specialist Cheese Association.

Gold Medal – Mt Crusader (our luxurious soft
fresh cheese)
Silver Medal – Mt Arthur; Mt Cobb Gouda &
Richmond Red (aged cheese)
Bronze Medal – Neudorf & Lodestone Cow
Gouda (aged cheese)
Our Gold Medal winner Mt Crusader as well as
the other winners are available from our Neudorf
Dairy Cheese Shop, Prego, Moutere Gold, Fresh
Choice Richmond, Nelson and Takaka; New
World Nelson, Tasman Store, Mapua Four
Square and the Nelson Saturday Market.

Bake for 25 minutes or until risen and the marshmallows have turned pale golden. Leave to cool
completely in the tin. Lift out and lightly dust with
cocoa powder before cutting into squares.
Stored in an airtight container, these will keep for
a week.

*You can buy baby marshmallows but I like the
bags of large pink and white—cut 200grams,
leaving the rest to eat!

QUINCE CONSERVE
5 large Quince, 3 1/2 litres water, 2.25kg Sugar
Wipe quinces and put into the water, boil until
skins crack. Lift out, peel, seed and chop. Add
2.25kg sugar and stir until dissolved. Put the
chopped fruit into the sugar and water and boil
until bright red. Bottle into sterilised jars.

FOOd
FROZEN BERRYFRUIT




Boysenberry, Blackberry and Karaka berry
1kg free flow packs – 2nd grade
$5 per kg (or buy in bulk 5kg for $20)

Great for smoothies, jam, baking, on breakfast cereal, in yoghurt and ice-cream etc.

Phone 5432888

“The only real stumbling block is fear of failure. In
cooking you've got to have a what-the-hell attitude.”
― Julia Child
“If more of us valued food and cheer and song
above hoarded gold, it would be a merrier
world.”
― J.R.R. Tolkien
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PEA VINER CORNER
(AND A RECOLLECTION)

When I first came to this beautiful part of NZ I wondered how
the “corner” came to be so-named and today I used a search
engine and found out. A local resident, some time ago wrote
an article to the Nelson Historical Society about the history of
the district around Appleby. The article informed me that
Kirkpatricks Preserving Company (“K” on the label?) operated
a very busy fruit and vegetable factory in Nelson and at Appleby. Peas on the vine were taken to the Appleby processing
plant to be shelled by 'viners'.
And that's how my recollection was prompted;
As a child in the late 40's and 50's it was my hope that tendrils
of pea vine would fall off the overloaded trucks as they passed
our house on the way to the Watties and Birdseye factories in
Hastings. Sometimes we were lucky and were able to munch
our way through a few peas fresh from the pod.
Fast forward to 1964 and I find myself working for a contractor to Birdseye driving a truck delivering the processed vine as
silage to pits in the district. During that season I was
'promoted' to operate the buck-rake, a truly fearsome implement mounted on a small Massey Ferguson tractor. The buckrake had a row of sharp pointed tines and was driven into the
loads of vine in front of the viners, a portion of the load teased
out and dropped at the feet of the sweaty university student
who was feeding his viner with a pitchfork. Much care needed
on the vine juiced concrete to avoid impaling anyone.
Then in the mid 60's pea harvesting changed dramatically –
mobile viners (FMC's) were introduced. So from very labour
intensive harvesting, manpower (drivers, loaders, static viner
feeders) was reduced almost to paddock only using stackable
containers taken by a few trucks to the factories. And this
meant the processed vine remained in the paddock to be
mainly used for baling for feed.
So I guess some of the “Grapevine” readers too, will recall the
pea seasons at Pea Viner Corner.

(Stan Clifford's recollection)
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A cavers holiday diary Part two
The second chapter began 3rd January searching the weather forecasts
for a glimmer of hope.
Much to the disappointment of Greg, Steven and I, the call to postpone the Arthur’s arch cave trip was inevitable. This meant that a plan
“B” must be hatched. So off we went to the caving club hut. With
much talk, liquid refreshment and the arrival of Luke, it was decided to
push one of Greg’s Canaan Down’s projects.
The entrance was a climb down with the wet blue marble providing
good grip. A good fun climb down took us to a squeeze and then a
chamber. I call this chamber the Chamber of Secrets as this must be
the key to the continuation. The cave however does continue down a
watery hole and then to a tight restriction.
Greg in his enthusiasm started wiggling pebbles out of the way. Although this was a great gesture I felt that the English side of him had
got the best of him, he realised the fruitlessness of the task only when
two large rocks above him moved threatening to entomb him. (English
cavers are known to be “diggers” since all open entrances are known)
We returned to the surface to find an overcast sky and time to kill.
Steven had come from McKay Australia with the goal of descending
Legless cave. Legless is one of our deepest caves (360m) on the Takaka
hill and is vertical in nature. We headed off to confirm the entrance
and for an inspection of the entrance squeeze.
Yes the squeeze was definitely a squeeze and with a five metre hand
line directly below this was the start of the many Legless pitches.
As a plan “B” I had suggested that Corkscrew cave would be a good
shorter trip as long as the weather held. We headed off to Corkscrew
to help Steven with the location then back to the hut for shelter from
the approaching storm.
On the third day, after a heavy rain night, Steven and I headed to Legless to rig the first few pitches in anticipation of his up coming trip. A
large pile of rope was compiled but as we approached the entrance the
sound of water was heard and it was with dismay that we found a
good size stream flowing through the squeeze and plunging down into
the cave. We headed for the Hobbit hole and proceeded to enjoy ourselves in the Middle Earth system.
The next chapter started on the 7th January.
Ray had now arrived from McKay Australia and Steven and he had a
day to spend before their “Legless” trip. After a convincing spiel they
agreed that carting heavy tanks and other diving gear into Nettlebed
cave was what they wanted to do. Nettlebed cave is found deep beneath Mt. Arthur and is approximately 30Km long.
It was good to meet up with the “Wet Mules” (cave divers from Australia) once again; Harry, Craig, Dave, Sandy, Ken— with support divers
Dave and Luke. After 12 Helicopter loads of gear, they were at the
Pearse resurgence once again to dive deeper in order to discover the
secret that lies in the depths. Were does the water come from?
Dave, Sandy and the three of us headed in to the dry cave with diving
gear for the next few days. Dave and Sandy wanted to dive a sump in
the dry cave. As a familiarisation trip we tried enlarging the Hinkle
Horn Honking Holes with our bodies then to return to camp via the
Volcano tubes.
The “Hinkle Horn Honking Holes” are a series of three squeezes close
to the entrance of the cave. The caver must twist and turn and in return must be squeezed to conform to the desires of the unrelenting
blue marble in which a howling wind also travels.. (continued over
page)
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Moutere Community Youth
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Continued from previous page...
The following day Dave, Sandy and I collected the gear and proceeded to beat the size out of the packs through the squeezes and on
into the interior of the cave. It was to much relief that we found the
“ducks” completely dry and in fact the driest I had ever seen them. A
duck is were the ceiling meets the water level and the caver must
“duck” under the water and come up the other side.
On and on we battled until we were confronted with the slippery
slopes of the Sewers Canal. At the bottom of these slopes in the
depths of the cave were the sumps in which we sort, but alas, the
slopes were too steep and too greasy for us to continue.
On a resolve to return we retreated. The next day we were back
with the hand lines we needed and Sandy dived the sump. It was a
beautiful pool of pristine blue/green water disappearing into black
depths. Sandy emerged from the pool - “Are we in trouble.”
This meant only one thing, the passage under the water continued
and more gear and more dives would be required. Back at the camp
excitement filled the air and much talk about a possible connection
between this sump and the resurgence.
After a hearty meal Oz and Debs arrived and plans were developed
over beers. Dave and Sandy were going to need time to sort the rebreather (deep diving gear) so that we could get it through the
HHHH.
The next day Debs, Oz and myself headed into the cave to remove
rocks that were obstructing a drafting hole. After some work shifting
one rock after another and jiggling each stone in turn, the way was
clear and down I went, 10—12 metres to a steep scree slope with
water rushing below. Yes a very exciting lead. Not able to descend
without more rope I ascended to the eagerly awaiting ears of Oz and
Debs. We will be back.
Over the next two days Dave, Sandy and I got the rebreather into the
cave and to the sump. Dave dived and after spending much time in
the water his report was that passage was more a stream passage
with sumps and no deep diving was to be had. The up side was that
the underground stream was heading in the right direction and a
connection was highly likely.
We packed up as much gear as we could and trudged our way back to
the camp.
The slippery slopes of the Sewers Canal proved to be a challenge with
the packs sliding out of control between our legs, it would have been
much better if it was steeper and we could have pitched it. Eventually
progress was made and back to camp around ten pm.
I was meant to walk out but the rain and the late night sky suggested
that I stay. Craig and Harry had dived to 215metres (World record,
cold water dive) beating their own records set in previous years.
Dave and Sandy travelled through the HHHH 14 times in 5 days, quite
a feat with the heavy diving gear.
New passages were found by the divers in the resurgence and in the
cave sumps.
And a good time was had by all.
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Moutere Community Youth Happenings
Wow, the first term’s almost over. We have a lot of youth
stuff planned for second term. So, look out for this!!
Bubbles & Cupcakes with “Lip Smackers and Posies” starts the first Monday of next term! $25 for four consecutive Mondays, 3:10pm-4:30pm, at the church hall. Contact Abbey to book a place, 5432 949 or 027 2434364.
Boys! Look out for BBIC! Boys Build It Cool! Coming term
two!
Friday Night Youth (Year7+) $2
Friday 11 April

Wave Rave

Saturday 26 April
bit Island

Easter Holiday Beach Day at Rab-

Senior Youth (Year10+) $2
Friday 4 April Youth Power – Self Defence & Safety Skills
Community Youth Workers Andy & Abbey Bensemann
Andy

021 2245178

Abbey 027 2434364
Home

543 2949
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http://nelson.govt.nz/about-nelson/location/mountain-range-panorama-over-tasman-bay/

Panorama image created by Garry Holz, now retired from the Department of Conservation. The entire panorama can be viewed at:
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Outdoor Event - Bring your chair or blanket.
No BYO alcohol.
Food, Wine & Non-Alcoholic drinks available at the venue
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Ticket Prices (+ service fees):
Admission $35.00
Student with ID $30.00
Doors open: 2.00pm Concert start: 3.00pm

Community

The Social Group meets at the Sunday School Hall (Upper
Moutere Lutheran Church) on Thursday afternoons at
1.30pm each fortnight.
Join in games and cards. Enjoy our afternoon of fun and
fellowship. All welcome. For 2014 start date contact Brian
or Lois Eggers ph 5432 871.

House to rent in the Upper Moutere Area
3 bedrooms and Sleepout on 5 acres.
Sunny House with Verandas & Log Burner
$400 P/W neg from June 12 months.
Ph Steph on 0273543866-5432503

KIDZ KLUB AFTER 3
OSCAR ACTIVITY PROGRAMMES
‘WHERE KIDS HAVE FUN’

We provide CYF approved quality OSCAR after school and school
holiday programmes in Mapua and an after school
programme in Upper Moutere.

For more information contact Cindus
03 543 2033 / 027 358 7233
Kidzklubbafter3@gmail.com’

CHECK OUT OUR FACEBOOK PAGE TO SEE
WHAT THE KIDS HAVE BEEN UP TO LATELY!!
Grapevine circulation is 1300 copies. This issue has been constructed by volunteers:
Tanya Doty, Beverley Sellers, Sharon Beuke, Avril Stephens, Hilary Williams and Heather
Eggers. Views expressed are not necessarily those of the voluntary editors and no responsibility is taken!
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